Amendment no-4 dated 04-09-2020 to the RFP No-2; NIT no-2020/HQ/EN/PWC/Future Corridor/RFP/DPR dated 16-03-2020

DEDICATED FREIGHT CORPORATION OF INDIA LIMITED [DFCCIL]
(A Govt of India Enterprise)

Addendum no-4 dated 04-09-2020
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
i.

NIT no-2020/HQ/EN/PWC/Future Corridor/RFP/DPR dated 16-03-2020 with
Corrigendum no-1 dated 20-03-2020, uploaded on www.tenderwizard.com/dfccil & on DFCCIL website
Corrigendum no-2 dated 27-03-2020, uploaded on www.tenderwizard.com/dfccil & on DFCCIL website
Notification dated 04-05-2020 uploaded on DFCCIL Website
Notification dated 11-05-2020 uploaded on Tender Wizard & DFCCIL Website regarding holding of pre-Proposal conference on 20-05-2020 through Video conference [VC]
RFP No.-2020/HQ/EN/PWC/Future Corridor/RFP/DPR/Package-2 dated 04-05-2020; for Package-2[hereafter referred to as “RFP-2”] with Addendum no-1 dated 26-06-2020
Addendum no-2 dated 05-08-2020 and Addendum no-3 dated 25-08-2020
--X--

Sn

Quarry no

Clause no

1

-

ITC sub Clause 21.1[Evaluation of technical
Proposal]

RFP-2 Page
no
40-41

Amendment
Supplement the ITC sub Clause 21.1 with the following text ;
“Notwithstanding anything mentioned to the contrary in this ITC sub Clause 21.1
or anywhere in this RFP and in terms of the ‘System Improvement’ conveyed
vide DFCCIL Note No-HQ/EN/Proc,/JV Agreement/ System /improvement
Dated 02.09.2020, following shall apply;

2

-

ITC sub Clause 1(m)[Joint Venture] as amended
vide item no-7 of Addendum no-3 dated 25-082020

34-35

The Maximum age limit for any of the Consultants professionals / Experts [Key
expert or non Key expert] shall be 70 years. In their Technical Proposal [FTP],
the Consultant shall not propose any Key / Non Key Expert of 70 years or
those experts who are likely to attain the Maximum age limit of 70 years during
the Consultancy Contract completion period. Consultant agrees that All such key
/ non Key Experts who attain the age of 70 years, shall be replaced by equivalent
/ better expert below the age of 70 years.”
Supplement the ITC sub Clause 1(m)[Joint Venture] BDS, as amended vide
item no-7 of Addendum no-3 dated 25-08-2020, with the following text;
“Notwithstanding anything mentioned to the contrary in this ITC sub Clause 21.1
or anywhere in this RFP and in terms of the ‘System Improvement’ conveyed
vide DFCCIL Note No-HQ/EN/Proc,/JV Agreement/ System /improvement
Dated 14-08-2020, following shall apply;
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Quarry no

3

4

-

-

Clause no

Item no-15 of addendum no-3 dated 25-08-2020
w.r.t. Serial no-05 [Geo Tech Expert-Position-A04] of Annexure-A-KE (Ref-ITC Sub Clause 21.1
Data Sheet)-Key Experts, their required
Qualification and experience[Evaluated positions]

Item no-16 of addendum no-3 dated 25-08-2020
w.r.t. Serial no-09 [Geo-Physical Expert-PositionA-07] of Annexure-A-KE (Ref-ITC Sub Clause
21.1 Data Sheet)-Key Experts, their required
Qualification and experience[Evaluated positions]

RFP-2 Page
no

72

73

Amendment
In Case of MoU [ furnished by the Consultant in terms of Para -2 of FormTECH-1] and |JV/ Consortium/Association Agreement [ furnished by the
Consultant in terms of Para -3 of Form-TECH-1] shall provide, in addition to a
‘Non Obstante Para’ in Consultant’s averment of joint & several liability of
all the constituent Members of JV/Consortium, shall, inter alia, furnish
financial share of each constituent Member of the JV/Consortium along with
detailed distribution of physical works / responsibilities.
Replace the item no-15 Addendum no-3 dated 25-08-2020, pertaining to
“Serial no-05 [Geo Tech Expert-Position-A-04] of Annexure-A-KE (Ref-ITC
Sub Clause 21.1 Data Sheet)-Key Experts, their required Qualification and
experience[Evaluated positions]” with the following text;
In the 14th column [Qualification] of serial no-05 [Geo Tech expert-Position-A04], replace the text “Graduate in Civil Engineering/MSc. In Engineering
Geology” with the following text;
Graduate in Civil Engineering / Mining / M Sc in Geology or M. E/ M. Tech
in Geotech”.
Replace the item no-16 Addendum no-3 dated 25-08-2020, pertaining to
“Serial no-09 [Geo-Physical Expert-Position-A-07] of Annexure-A-KE (Ref-ITC
Sub Clause 21.1 Data Sheet)-Key Experts, their required Qualification and
experience[Evaluated positions]” with the following text;
In the 14th column [Qualification] of serial no-09 [Geo Physical Expert-PositionA-07], replace the text “M.Tech./MSc. in Exploration Geophysics or Applied
Geophysics ” with the following text;

5

Item no-16.2 of addendum no-3 dated 25-082020 w.r.t. Serial no-06 [Sr LIDAR ExpertPosition-A-05] of Annexure-A-KE (Ref-ITC Sub
Clause 21.1 Data Sheet)-Key Experts, their
required Qualification and experience[Evaluated
positions]

72

“‘Graduate of Geology/Civil engineering / Masters in Geology / Civil
(Geotechnical Engineering/Rock mechanics)”.
In the item no-16 Addendum no-3 dated 25-08-2020, pertaining to “Serial no06 [Sr LIDAR Expert-Position-A-05] of Annexure-A-KE (Ref-ITC Sub Clause
21.1 Data Sheet)-Key Experts, their required Qualification and
experience[Evaluated positions]”, Replace the Text “In the 14th column
[Qualification] of serial no-06 [Sr. LiDar Expert-Position-A-05], replace the
text “Graduate in Civil Engineering/ Geoinformatics /MSc Geology/ Surveying
& Mapping.” with the following text;
“Graduate In Civil Engg with /Masters/ M. Tech/M. Sc in
/Geology/ Surveying & Mapping/Remote Sensing”

Geoinformatics

with the following text;
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Quarry no

Clause no

RFP-2 Page
no

Amendment

“In the 14th column [Qualification] of serial no-06 [Sr. LiDar Expert-Position-A05], replace the text “Graduate in Civil Engineering/ Geoinformatics /MSc
Geology/ Surveying & Mapping.” with the following text;

6

Item no-21 of addendum no-3 dated 25-08-2020
w.r.t. Serial no-15 [Traffic Survey ExpertPosition-A-12] of Annexure-A-KE
Key Experts, their required Qualification and
experience Position ]

75

“Graduate In Civil Engg / Masters/ M. Tech/M. Sc in Geoinformatics
/Geology/ Surveying & Mapping/Remote Sensing”
Replace the item no-21 Addendum no-3 dated 25-08-2020, pertaining to
“Serial no-15 [Traffic Survey Expert-Position-A-12] of Annexure-A-KE
Key Experts, their required Qualification and experience Position ]” with the
following text;
In the 14th column [Qualification] of serial no-15 [Traffic Survey ExpertPosition-A-12], replace the text “Master in Transportation Planning/ Transport
Management/ Transport Economics/ Master in economics ” with the following
text;
“Master in Transportation Planning/Transport Management/ Transport
Economics/Master in economics”
In the 15th column [Minimum Experience] of serial no-15 [Traffic Survey
Expert-Position-A-12], replace the text “10-years professional experience
in the field of Traffic studies” with the following text;
l0 years professional experience in traffic management of Railways
at Senior administrative level.

--end of Addendum no-4 dated 04-09-2020-
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